Representations
e Introduction

of34 in categoriespart 1

1 Categories functors
e Much of relatively modern

last 50years or so

representation theory

deals with understanding categories of representations And ageneral
paradigm to understand all kinds ofobjects andforming a

found tionto

of Representation theory inparticular

is

understandtheir

In thecontext of studyingrepresentations ofsemisimple
Lie algebras this idea was very essentially usedby Seergel in
the Ol's more onthis later in the class Also in the Ol's it was
envisioned by
Igor Frenkel that categoricalsymmetry corresponding to
semisimple lie algebras let which34 isthesimplestexample should
play an important role inparticular for studying invariants of
knots links thathas been realizedsince then and of 3manifolds
that hasn't A bit later it was realized inparticularby
Chuang and Rouquier realized that thistheory shouldbe useful
for Representation theory including modular representations of
symmetry

symmetricgroups We'll discuss some things about the categorical

BE symmetry in this lecture

This is not a serious remark In Hegel'sphilosophy there's the
notion of a triad thesis antithesis
synthesis In our situation

Rem

these

could be

as follows

Thesis we want

to understand concrete representations ofgroups

algebras etc
Antithesis concrete realizations are

of

a category

Synthesis

not important thestructure

is

we'll understand categories by studying their concrete

symmetries

Areferenceforwhat follows is Chuang Rouquier Derivedequivalences
for symmetricgroups and slicategerification
1 Categories functors

We aregoing to explain themostbasic setup Let F be a

field

Let E be a category equivalent to thedirectsum of categories of
finite dimensional representations of finitedimensional associative
fSnmod Every
algebras Agood and relevant example is e
object is a formal finite direct sum of representations ofdifferent
Sn's A morphism between Mi to Ni Mi e FS medNie 5Simod
is in

Hems

Rem For
where

MiNi

our purposes weneed

every object

e to be an F linearabeliancategory

has finite length i.e admits a finite JH

filtration

1.1

Ke

From a
category

E

we can form a freeabelian
group its

Grothendieck

group

denoted by Kole

Namely

it makessense to speak

about simple objects in e these wle
objects For example
proper sub

in

g

5Sumed thesimple objects are exactly the irreducible

representations

of all

symmetricgroups

By definition Kale is the free abeliangroup wbasis L
where L runs over the set of isomorphism classes ofsimpleobjects
in E For an arbitrary object Me 06 e

we define

E

M e ke e

M
MilMi where a M GM 4 4M is a Ttlfiltration
It's well defined by the JH theorem
Now suppose that E D are two categories ofthe type we
consider Suppose F E
D is an exact functor Then we have
as

a

group homomorphism

F

Kde

ok

D

M

Fm

details

are an exercise

12 Categorical34action thefirstattempt

Now that we can convert categories of specialkind to abelian
hence
to complex vectorspaces We can also
by
groups and

Gogi

convert exact functors to linear maps Seperhaps we could
try
functors
to define an action of Sh en e as a triple of exact

theoperators E CH LF on K e satisfying
the defining relations of84 Howeverthis is not whatis observed
in examples while the operators e f docomefromfunctors h
doesn't But if we consider weightmodules then we don'tneedh

EHF e

I

e st

A weight representation of3h is a vectorspace V together
a direct sum decomposition V
E Vi and two linearoperators

Definition
w

e

f s.t

VicVin fVi Vi
let fellv i di u

t

e

of course

Then

we can define

On the level of categories

direct

sum

i

ti

has

we

i idn

e into the
As in the example of E

want to

of subcategories Ezek

decompose

FSn mod the decomposition e
Eze means that every
Me withonlyfinitelymany
object M in e decomposes as
nonzero summands where M is an object

and

Home M N

of ex

AHome MicNic

1 3 Main example
We set e
a residue mod

IS med Fix an element a e Tac F so it is
it char F or an integer if char f e Recall

n70

p

Sections 6.3 6.4

Indila

p

RTM that

pair of adjoint

we can consider a

FSnmed Resit a the 1st functor
FSn mod
is the right adjoint of the 2ndone We set

functors

A

ng

e
Resh a
e E
New we need to define the weight decomposition of our category E

F

Indio

Note that the symmetricpolynomials in the Jugs Murphy
elements J Jn are central in FSn Indeed if char F so this

Now
but the argument works for
any F
we can
play our usualgame for Me FSnmed we can decompose
it into thegeneralizedeigenspaces w rt the central elements
In more detail choose an unordered n tuple of elements of
F 2 Ca an Let M be the subspace of M consisting
of all m that are generalized eigenvectors for P J Ja w
P E FEx xDsym Then Ms M
eigenvalue Plan en
where the summation is over all unordered n tuples of elements
of F Actually M e unless a e Tt fi this is because
the eigenvalues of J J are in 72P 5 Section 6.4 in RTA
Let FSn mod be the full subcategory of FSnmodconsisting
of all M s t M M Then FSnmod EASn mad and so
e
FSnmed
ng
For a e 72 I define nala to be thenumber of entries of a equalto
a Then define wt
eld Sa 2halal the a thatCal Finally set
Snmed so that we indeedhave E
CE
ee
is Problem b in HWY

n.alwtg.it

Exercise Show that

I

Eeden Fed era t k

Now we explain why

ofshh in Kele

or

E LF define

its

Exercise Check this

a

weight representation

complexification

if char f

e by observing that

LE

sends

te CY if y is obtainedfrom X by removing a box of content
e or to d if no such exists while F sends up to Vy it
ju
t is obtainedfrom X by adding a box of content a and e if no
such t exists
V

Toproceed to

p we needsome notation
motivatedby theprevious exercise Let F the feckspace be
the vector space with basis labelled bypartitions lot all
n We write 177for the basis vector labelled by apartition
I For Ze TL we define operators ef f on F
obtainedfrom A byremoving a box ofcontent a
no suchgu exists

ifju

egg gu
e if

characteristic

is

f 177 is definedsimilarly but we addthe box insteadof
removing it What the exercise above says is that if we identify
K.lq.GS mod with F by sending Up to 177 then theopera
for OnRes o a is e while I Indi C e is f
Now we proceed to the case of char F p e Let aefp which
the functors E F We'll relate Ketel CET LF to F

gives

F to

Eemedpeg

Eameapff

The technique we

goingto

are

the degeneration in K theory that will allow usfrom
Ke in char e to Ko in characteristic p Considerthefield Ap
of p adic numbers and its ring of integers Ip Let et Apsmed
g
irreducible
Note that all
representations of QS are definedever
use is

Oh Section 6.1 of RTA

So the simpleobjects in

ear are still

labelled by the Young diagrams Take an irreducible representation
VIPof Opsn We can find a 72ps lattice WrcVIP i e a
Isn submodule w QQ VIP VIPThe lattice is not unique
Gut one can show that
lattices
say V V admitfinite
any two
filtration V's V V s VE103 V'sV V s Vic Le by
IpSn submodules s t If V Vis Vi vii exercise From here
one can deduce

Vfr

A Fox

By Theorem

that

quit

is

V exercise So
5
Fox V
Og
a well definedmap F K ear ok e

33 Section 16.1 in Serre's Linearrepresentations

of finitegroups thismap is surjective
Consider the operator era
write
Eam.pe en f Let's
for Jo Kellermod We claim that
o
Ale 177 ETIM
Let n be the number of boxes in X Consider the Aps submodule
afamakes Vape V9

Vt

a

Note that for a 72ps lattice
lattice in Res vine S

Tsn

V7 V7A Res Vine

F

xp

VIA Res Vfr

Tle 177

It follows that Fox ply'reVfa
cell
Let V a be the complement to 4,9 c ly Note that
Jne 5Sn mod acts on FOg Vata n vie w unique eigenvalue
a while a is not an eigenvalue in F
Og Vigyan VIP Note
that I P yarn Vine Vigan vie is another Ipsa lattice
4
in V9 And E F
apt Fealty A VIP It fellows
1777 Thisproves t
CE
fOgata A VIP
that

